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THE GATE CLOSER 
SPECIALISTS 

Ordering Details 

Key is required for entry and exit 

Technical Overview: 

   

    Locks automatically upon closing of gate 

 Made from strong moulded polymer housing 

 Fits posts 28mm-150mm, metal or timber 

 Two fully functional elements that are simple  

 Lock barrel contains 6-pin security lock 

Commercial self-locking latch 

Ideal for security conscious areas 

Has an External Access Kit (EAK) 

Can be opened & locked from both sides of gate 

Easy to install with a fitting jig that is supplied 

Lokk Latch Pro SL is a commercial grade self-locking 
security latch for commercial gates.  
It operates and locks from either side, when the latch 
closes it locks automatically. A key is required to  
enter and exit. The Pro SL is ideal for gated  
properties, apartments, or any security conscious  
areas.  
 
The lock barrel contains a 6-pin security lock and can 
be keyed alike (by a locksmith) to most household 
doors.  
 
Lokk Latch Pro SL is manufactured with strong 
moulded polymer housing and stainless steel  
components.  
 
The external Access Kit allows the gate to be opened 
and locked from both sides of the fence.  
 
A high degree of versatility is provided for fitting the 
product. It is adjustable both vertically and  
horizontally to ensure proper fit and operation.  
 
The External Access Kit (EAK) component of the  
Lokk Latch Pro SL fits on to the outside of the  
gatepost, street side, to provide quick and convenient 
key-lockable access. 
 
Lokk Latch Pro SL fits onto posts from 28mm to 
150mm. It is suitable for fitting to metal or timber, 
and fits both right and left hinged gates. 
 
It is easy to install (fitting jig supplied) to the outside 
of the gate and fence posts and requires no welding. 
You only need to drill one main hole through the 
fence post to connect the two units for full  

INNOVATIVE & RELIABLE 

 GATE PRODUCTS 

Standard Latch 

LLP1S-L Lokk-Latch PRO-SL (commercial self locking gate latch) 
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Ordering Details 

Standard Latch 

LLP1S-L Lokk-Latch PRO-SL (commercial self locking gate latch) 


